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Games-of-chance require high-levels of trust between participants that
is often uncertain and difficult to enforce. The unique characteristics
introduced by the blockchain technology can be leveraged to inform a
verifiable but transparent pseudo-random generation process that at the
same time eliminates the need of an external trustee service or oracle
to guarantee the fair execution of the process. In this paper we propose
a process that builds on a one-dimensional Cellular Automaton (CA)
where the evolution of the CA aligns to the evolution of a blockchain.
Given an initial seed defined as the point in time where the evolution
of the CA is triggered, the set of transition rules, along with the finite
number of evolution steps, any external oracle is able to verify and backtrack (but not predict) the outcome of the process. The effectiveness of
the implemented system is confirmed by the use of various statistical
testing suites that confirm the existence of a set of statistical properties
required to produce sufficient pseudo-random number sequences.
Keywords: Blockchain, pseudo-random number generation, cellular automata

1 INTRODUCTION
The blockchain protocol with its first application, the Bitcoin peer-topeer (p2p) payment system [24] has demonstrated a mechanism of global
consensus across many distributed nodes introducing a distributed way of
∗
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performing financial transactions, without the need of a centralized entity.
This idea motivated a recent explosion of interest towards distributed p2p networks proposed as solutions to the so called Byzantine Fault Tolerance problem discussed in the literature of distributed and decentralized systems [22].
Decentralization is only one of the main characteristics introduced by the
blockchain technology. Examining the anatomy behind this technology, the
blockchain protocol enables a secure mechanism of issuing transactions that
are recorded on a public distributed database (known as the ledger) in a way
that is secure, immutable, anonymous but transparent∗ , and trustless.
Although the absence of a central authority may considered to be a vulnerability of the technology, the protocol ensures that transactions between
parties are secured, even though by nature parties are distributed and minimum trust is assumed between them. This is made possible by the use of
cryptographic rules that ensure the authorization, and validity of the transactions issued. In addition to the aforementioned key characteristics, the capability of issuing self-executable scripts (i.e., smart contracts) that exist on
the blockchain and encouraged by a variety of p2p networks, such as, the
Ethereum Virtual Machine [44], enables the execution of automated workflows on the network.
This new dimension along with the unique characteristics introduced by
the blockchain technology attracted the interest of the industry and academia
in a wide spectrum of applications, ranging from: finance, to healthcare, and
from the governmental sector [7] to various online games of chance (e.g.,
prize competitions, and lotteries) [12]. The emergence of online gambling
and prize competition platforms is increasing; however, they are subject to
a variety of challenges due to regulatory restrictions, unfair processes, and
fraud. In more detail, such platforms are facing difficulties with regards to
ensuring the transparency and fairness in the process of determining the
winner.
In general, participants to a game-of-chance (e.g., prize competition)
exchange their probability of winning by buying a number of tickets of some
fixed price from the issuing authority. Assuming that the rules of the competition are met, a pseudo-random process is utilized to determine the winning
ticket electronically. For this random process, these platforms often employ
external regulatory procedures and protocols or rely entirely to external thirdparties (or centralized authorities) to ensure fairness of the competition, and
for providing a degree of trust to the participants. Ultimately the goal of such
platforms is to gain the trust of the participants.
In this paper, we argue that participants should not rely trust entirely
to a centralized authority to prevent fraud. Instead, the random generation
∗
by publicly exposing cryptographic transactions the Blockchain protocol enables any third party to
verify the issuance of a transaction and examine its validity in a pseudo-anonymous manner.
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process should be fundamentally highly transparent, at the same time, providing sufficient evidence that elevate the process itself to be verifiable, thus,
ensuring its intended execution, and at the same time eliminating the risk
of any potential external interference. To meet these requirements we propose a methodology that leverages the key characteristics introduced by the
blockchain technology with an alignment to one-dimensional (1-d) Cellular
Automaton (CA) [43] to enable a transparent and a verifiable pseudo-random
generation process.
The effectiveness of the implemented system is demonstrated by an
instantiation that harvests different sources of entropy from a transparent blockchain protocol enhanced with additional publicly available uncertain processes (e.g., monitoring daily cryptocurrencies price fluctuations).
The pseudo-random sequences generated by the current instantiation of
the system are challenged against both the Dieharder ver. 3.31.1 [3] and
NIST SP 800-22 [29] statistical testing suites. For the proposed system
data that are made publicly available beforehand are utilized as sources of
entropy to inform the evolution of a CA. At the same time, their publishable nature enables any external oracle to verify the process, and reproduce the outcome using the seed state and the algorithm configuration alone.
Although, the algorithm has a deterministic nature towards rendering pseudorandom number sequences any obvious patterns are practically challenging to
predict.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide a brief introduction to random processes in Blockchain as well to CA
pseudo-random generators. Section 5 illustrates how verifiable data (Section
4) from the evolution of a distributed ledger can be utilized as seeds to trigger a pseudo-random process that builds on a 1-d CA, while the specificities
of the CA used by the proposed system are described in Section 6. Finally,
experimental details, results, as well as, tests in different suites are presented
in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 9.

2 RANDOM PROCESSES IN BLOCKCHAINS
The implementation of pseudo-random processes on a Blockchain-based protocol is a challenging task due to its deterministic nature. This characteristic introduces challenges for gambling applications in maintaining fairness in their underlying processes; an important factor to gain users’ trust.
Although the deterministic dimension of various Blockchain-based protocols
(e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum) is considered important to ensure that the execution of the same sequence of instructions (given the same input data) will
always produce the same outcome, it does create several flaws that can compromise the random generation process. One major flaw is that it prohibits the
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introduction of enough entropy to a true-random generation process. Thus,
providing no guarantees that the outcome cannot be predicted.
Since Bitcoin does not have any seed mechanism in place, Smart Contracts† deployed on the Ethereum blockchain attempt to mitigate the risk of
predicting the outcome of a random process by introducing a variable that
holds a large “secret” number. Notwithstanding that each contract is translated to bytecode, data are recorded in storage, therefore running the risk of
revealing that “secret” number. In our work, the initial seed used for the evolution steps enforced by the CA is generated by a combination of data using
a series of blockchain variables (e.g., timestamp of blocks, blockhash, difficulty etc.), enhanced with external sources of entropy (e.g., crypto-currency
prices fluctuations [6]). We note that the instantiation of the CA algorithm is
not fixed.
Another known issue is to use information from the current block as a
source of entropy. This causes issues, since the blockhash value returned by
the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is obvious‡ , thus can be easily predicted. A safer alternative choice is the use of an external off-chain service
provider such as Oraclize [27]. The hardware device used by Oraclize provides no transparent evidence of its usage, and thus it goes against the whole
blockchain philosophy.
Bonneau et al. describe a formalization on how Bitcoin could become a
source of publicly available randomness [2]. In this paper, a methodology
that can be instantiated with any source of entropy to establish enough credibility towards a process that generates random numbers, is described analytically. Similarly, it is mentioned that self-verification of random processes
could be enabled by evidence recorded on public ledgers. BitcoinMegaLottery [1] attempts to build a provably-fair process for a lottery application
using data from Bitcoin’s blocks combined with information from the IDs
that are assigned to Tweets. The approach of introducing Tweet IDs as a
source of entropy, can be disputed without providing any guarantee that these
data are generated before the chain’s data, or how to prevent a malicious actor
from tampering process for generating the IDs. Random.org is a third party
service that generates and publishes 512-bit of random hashes every minute,
according to [10,14]. However, the services provided by Random.org are centralized and data published on the Website are buffered. Thus, the services do
not provide enough transparency on the publicly available information. In our
implemented system, evidence is recorded in an immutable ledger to provide
publicly available data to any external oracle that requires self-confirmation
of the outcome. The evidence recorded on a public ledger is unlikely to be
†
‡

Smart contracts are programs that execute autonomously on a blockchain.
returns a zero value.
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predicted or reversed engineered by a malicious actor. Section 8 provides
evidence that the proposed system presents adequate randomness when challenged against various statistical testing suites.
On another note, it is observed that many blockchain implementations propose an alternative mode to Nakamoto Consensus for block propagation that
is based on a proof-of-stake mechanism. Such a consensus mechanism relies
upon a leader election for block coordination and propagation (e.g., [19]).
The election decision is often based on a randomized election process. Similarly, Milutinovic et al. elaborate on a proof-of-luck consensus protocol [23]
where the election of a leader is chosen based on the protocol’s build-in random number generation mechanism. Our design of a pseudo-random generator can be used to enable additional consensus schemes based on fair random
decisions.

3 CELLULAR AUTOMATA AND PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATION
Cellular Automata (CA) as a powerful modeling tool with unique characteristics like inherent parallelism, ubiquitous and emerging computation,
have been successfully utilized for numerous application fields and, as a
result, they have attracted the interest of several researchers from spanning
various disciplines, e.g., from the field of robotics [15], image processing [4], [37] up to environmental modelling [11, 26] and real time applications [9, 38, 39, 45], just to name a few. Furthermore, and owing to the
fact of easy hardware and parallel implementation and plentiful computational properties, CA also been applied to the design of pseudo-random number generators (PSNRs). It is also well known that pseudo-random number
sequences produced by CA are found in communication, computing and digital signal processing practical applications, for example cryptography, D-A
conversion, coding, VLSI testing, etc. [5, 20, 25, 32] but also on computer
modeling where many simulation methods rely on random numbers, such
as Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques, as well as, stochastic optimization methods like simulated annealing [36]. From a historical
point of view, CA were originally applied for the generation of pseudorandom numbers by Stephen Wolfram [40], who also introduced the main
advantages of CA PRNGs in terms of randomness of CA generated patterns, when compared with other well known methods cited in literature,
like for example linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) [42]. In these early
works, it was shown that although CA consist of many identical components, each with a simple description, their combination has shown evidence of generating complex sequences of random patterns that experience a
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diversity of unpredictable behaviors. In more recent years, there were other,
also promising, attempts to combine CA principles with the development of
efficient PRNGs. As a result, one-dimensional (1-d) and two dimensional
(2-d) CA PRNGs have been proposed recently [8, 13, 18, 30, 34–36]. Additionally, hybrid CA have been also proposed as PSNGs, like non-linear CA
in [16], or by using different implementation/substrate medium such as DNA
in [31] or memristive devices in [17]. Referring to 1-d and 12-d implementations of CA PRNGs, the argument is between the proposed algorithmic
complexity and the quality of the produced randomicity. Moreover, CAs have
been evaluated as pseudo-random number generators and have been found to
perform well on statistical tests [21, 28, 31].
The proposed system builds on a binary 1-d CA defined as a grid of
cells where each cell can be of two states i.e., S = (0, 1) for each position
as originally conceived by Wolfram. Primarily, the initial state of the CA
is evolving deterministically in discrete time steps t according to a definite set of evolution rules that consider the values of its nearest neighboring cells [41, 43]. Thus, each cell is connected to r local neighbors
on either side according to the size of a neighborhood n (i.e., each cell
has n = 2r + 1 neighbors), where r defines its radius. The local transition
rule defined here is as follows, f : {0, 1}n → 0, 1 such that, s1 (t + 1) =
f (si−r (t), . . . , si (t), . . . , si+r (t)). The configuration of the proposed system
considers r = 1, thus, the size of the neighborhood is n = 3 and the function
f is transformed to s1 (t + 1) = f (si−r (t), si (t), si+r (t)). With this configuration the domain of f is the set of 23 triples that allows the configuration of the
CA with 28 = 256 distinct elementary rules [43]. Finally, we further assume
that boundary conditions are applied.
Building on independent sources of entropy with data drawn from the
blockchain, further enhanced with additional publicly available data from
uncertain processes, the proposed system evolves a population of potential
seed data that are then used as input to the CA. As discussed in Section 5 the
seeding process evolves dynamically and includes verifiable and immutable
data written on a blockchain. In Section 7 we argue that using data from the
blockchain for seeding a CA is proven effective, especially when such data
provide publicly verifiable proofs of the functions’ correctness.
Figure 1 illustrates different patterns that are observed by the evolution of
the implemented CA that assumes 1100000001001001001 as the initial
seed, the same number of evolution steps, but a different rule in each case
(see (a) – (h) from Figure 1). Successive lines from each time-space diagram
indicate the configuration obtained on each evolution step. It is observed
that the simple structure of a CA can result to various complex behaviours
(i.e., results) that are difficult to be predicted in detail, even in cases of
assuming that the initial seed could be compromised by an attacker. Random
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FIGURE 1
Time-space diagrams generated by the implemented 1-d CA, two states are represented; white
squares represent state 0, and black-squares represent state 1. Evolution of states for each time
step increases downwards.

number sequences produced by the CA exhibit an inherent complexity that is
introduced by the configuration state that can yield to extremely complicated
transformations even with the simple case configurations and a deterministic
number of evolution iterations.

4 BLOCKCHAIN: VERIFIABLE DATA
By its definition the outcome of a pseudo-random process is not verifiable
unless the seed or information related to the pseudo-random function is made
publicly available. But even if the seed is made publicly available to a verifier
there is no guarantee that the actual data were not manipulated to serve a specific purpose beforehand. On another node, the attacker can even manipulate
the seed generation process; therefore the trustworthiness of the entire process is challenged. In this paper, we argue that the inherent unpredictability of
a blockchain protocol produces data that can be leveraged as sources of high
entropy to inform a pseudo-random generation process. At the same time, the
immutability of the recorded data introduces another layer of trustworthiness
to the process. The data are recorded and made publicly available therefore
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any external oracle or autonomous actor can judge, but unlikely to predict,
the outcome of the process.

5 POPULATION OF RNGBLOCKS
Random processes should provide uniformity in the outcomes with sequences
ensuring unpredictability, without revealing any obvious patterns from the
process. To ensure a high level of randomness, algorithms for pseudo-random
generation utilize a variety of seeds with high entropy, thus aiming to inherit
the properties of natural stochastic processes. To meet the requirement of a
high degree of entropy the proposed pseudo-random generation algorithm
leverages publicly verifiable information from the evolution of an existing
distributed ledger¶ (e.g., Ethereum). In more detail, as the distributed ledger
evolves over time, data extracted from each block (verified by a consensus algorithm) are utilized as seeds to the generation of a population of
RngBlocks, denoted by RB.
An RngBlock, Vti ∈ RB, where i = 1, . . . , n, is a sequence of bits of
length k, with ti denoting the timestamp based on when the RngBlock is
generated. Each RngBlock is instantiated with a set of statistically independent evidence E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en } from the blockchain used. Note that
the configuration of the RngBlocks is dynamic and any kind of evidence
can be utilized, as long as this evidence can be represented in a binary form.
Considering the evolution of the blockchain as a continuous sequence of
blocks, we align the population of RngBlocks in a bounded time window
[L , A] of a block stream S consisting of a set of (Vti , block.hash i ) pairs:
S = {(Vt0 , block.hash 0 ), (Vt1 , block.hash 1 ), . . . (Vtn , block.hash n )}, where
block.hash is the result of the hash function that uniquely identifies each
block§ . During each successive block, as confirmed by the hash function, a
new RngBlock is generated as depicted in Figure 2.
The generation of the final genesis RngBlock pair (Vtn , block.hash n ) is
triggered by an external process. This external process encapsulates the logic
and data with regards to a specific game-of-chance (e.g., a draw for a prize
competition). For the purposes of this work, we envision that the execution
logic for the random generator is encapsulated in a smart-contract, C R N G ,
annotated with a deployment Date that marks the creation point in time
i.e., L in the bounded window. The contract C R N G self-executes on a specific
point in time (assuming that the conditions of the smart-contract are met) that
bounds the generation of (Vtn , block.hash n ) on the blockchain time-window
to A (as shown in Figure 2).
¶
§

the proposed algorithm is generic and not limited to the Ethereum blockchain.
for Bitcoin this is the result of the proof-of-work algorithm.
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FIGURE 2
Successive generation of RngBlocks in alignment to the evolution of a blockchain and
bounded within a specific time window.

6 THE PROPOSED CELLULAR AUTOMATA BLOCKCHAIN
ALGORITHM
The genesis RngBlock individual, (Vtn , block.hash n ), is selected as the
initial seed used later to inform the evolution of a 1-d CA. The proposed
CA consists of a Boolean cellular array (grid) for which the cellular state
is s ∈ {0, 1}. In more detail, the configuration of the proposed CA in conjunction with the earlier description of 1-d CA is as follows: the individual
(Vtn , block.hash n ) is used as the initial-seed of the CA, the length of the CA
cellular array is set to k which is the same as the RngBlock length, and
the transition-rule is specified in the form of a 3-bit rule-table with each
entry capturing every possible neighborhood state configuration i.e., 23 = 8.
To complete the configuration of the proposed CA the time of execution set
to evolve the initial seed of the CA is set to a finite number of steps and a
periodic boundary condition is used.
At each step of the evolution the proposed methodology instantiates a CA
using the genesis RngBlock individual as the initial seed of the CA. The
selection of the transition rule that contributes to the next evolution state of
the CA is dynamic and is set according to the milliseconds (ms) derived from
the execution Date of the smart contract C R N G . This value is normalized in
the domain [0 − 255] which represents the total number of rules that can be
involved at each evolution step. The normalized value derived by y = (255 ×
ms)/1000 is rounded-down to the nearest integer and then translated to a
binary representation and used to enable the rules that are participating to the
CA evolution.
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To determine the time of execution (i.e., evolution steps) for the CA we
define the variable q. As an example, and to ensure a high degree of entropy,
q is instantiated with the blockhash value of some block determined as
follows bhash = block.blockhash(block.number-offset),
where block. number is the height of the current block, and offset
is a normalized value bounded in the domain [0 − 255]|| . The last z-digits
from the hexadecimal value returned by the blockhash() are casted to a
decimal form that determines the number of evolution steps (i.e., the value
of q).
When the evolution of the CA reaches a finite number of steps as of q, a
binary number of length k is produced as the final outcome of the proposed
pseudo-random generator process.

7 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
For experimentation purposes the methodology was instantiated as follows.
Each RngBlock individual is a sequence of bits of length k = 19 consisting
from data retrieved from the last confirmed block i.e., block.number 1 assuming the Ethereum blockchain. In particular, the cellular array is filled
with binary data as follows# :

r
r
r
r

index [0-4] from the uint(block.difficulty);
index [5-10] from the height of the block i.e., block.number;
index [11-15] from block.nonce; and
index [16-18] from the size of the transactions array from the block
block.transactions.

Additionally, we relate the offset variable, required to determine the
value of q, to Ethereum’s price fluctuations obtained dynamically with the
help of Coinmarketcap.com API.

8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Truly random sequences can only be obtained from stochastic physical phenomena thus random numbers generated algorithmically are classified as
pseudo-random. Based on this inevitable assertion the aim is to inject high
||
assuming the Ethereum blockchain, one can only access the hashes of the most recent 256 values,
other values are set to zero.
#
we assume that the data from each block are casted to a binary representation
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Test’s name
diehard birthdays
diehard operm5
diehard rank 32x32
diehard rank 6x8
diehard bitstream
diehard opso
diehard oqso
diehard dna
diehard count 1s str
diehard count 1s byt
diehard parking lot
diehard 2dsphere
diehard 3dsphere
diehard squeeze
diehard sums
diehard runs
diehard runs
diehard craps
diehard craps
marsaglia tsang gcd
marsaglia tsang gcd
sts runs
sts serial
rgb bitdist
rgb minimum distance
rgb permutations
rgb lagged sum
rgb kstest test
dab bytedistrib
dab dct
dab filltree
dab filltree2
dab monobit2

p-value
0.93481163
0.77251059
0.47198340
0.16963500
0.63628175
0.86983038
0.94570945
0.45052643
0.94823989
0.25156061
0.13186651
0.96572359
0.40422396
0.47236249
0.22757837
0.28411048
0.56608951
0.24641008
0.73056728
0.88529256
0.21698468
0.28820268
0.06370033
0.05300485
0.19279478
0.42801173
0.06228273
0.23739296
0.91016351
0.64809168
0.27301099
0.09113271
0.69835025

11
result
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED

TABLE 1
Result of Dieharder 3.31.1 test suite on the extracted random numbers. In the case of multiple tests in a category, the smallest have been
reported.

sources of entropy in the process that enable the approach to behave as
stochastic as possible. A series of well-known statistical (empirical) test
suites are utilized to assert that the random sequences of numbers produced
have a degree of unpredictability. Thus, generated numbers were tested using
Dieharder and NIST test suites [3, 29]. The findings of our experimentation,
as shown in Tables 1 and 2, confirm our initial intuition and present adequate
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Test’s name
Frequency
BlockFrequency
CumulativeSums
Runs
LongestRun
Rank
FFT
NonOverlappingTemplate
OverlappingTemplate
LinearComplexity

p-value
0.350485
0.213309
0.534146
0.008879
0.000199
0.739918
0.911413
0.004301
0.739918
0.534146

result
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED

TABLE 2
Result of NIST SP 800-22 test suite on the extracted random numbers. In the case of multiple tests in a category, the smallest have been
reported.

evidence that the random sequences generated by the proposed technique are
predicted to by random enough. Although passing the statistical tests does
not always guarantee randomness, however it can be concluded that no obvious patterns are present in the analyzed data. Furthermore, it is shown that
data from the evolution of a blockchain protocol can be used as sources of
sufficient entropy to inform the evolution of CA for producing sequences of
pseudo-random numbers.

9 CONCLUSIONS
The integration of fair random numbers can enable a wide spectrum of distributed ledger applications. Such applications e.g., gambling, often rely
on external third party processes that are often difficult to audit. Public
blockchains have the potential to leverage transparency and to enable public judgments to random processes. This paper makes the case that a process for generating pseudo-random numbers from using blockchain data
should, at least, exhibit the following properties: (i) provide enough data
that enable self-verification of the process; (ii) auditing the result is open
to the general public; (iii) independent from any third-party; and (iv) capable of enough uncertainty that leads to diverse and complex behaviour that
models nature random processes. According to the above minimum requirements, this paper presents a methodology that builds on CA to associate high
sources of entropy including data from public blockchain, and other uncertainty processes for the generation of verifiable pseudo-random numbers. At
the same time, with the use of smart contracts OP RETURN [2], evidence used
for audit and self-verification is appended on an immutable public ledger
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and exposed to the general public. This process enables any external oracle to cross-validate the fairness of the outcome. Applying an extensive set
of statistical testing suites we demonstrate significant evidence of the effectiveness of the methodology as a pseudo-random generation process with a
high degree of entropy. In addition, we suggest that the implemented solution could enable alternative consensus schemes and signature mechanisms.
As a continuation of this work we will be observing the effects of adding
chaos-theory [33] to our verifiable random numbers generation process.
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